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The Mushroom Hunt
"Notes from the Leading Edge" is a field guide accessory tool for the mushroom foragers of the world. With an extensive field notes section
and myco-dictionary in the back, this book is designed to help the newbie and master alike in learning and keeping track of their fungal
discoveries. There are infinite lessons to be learned from the fungi and we hope that this tool will be another avenue to help you listen just a
little bit closer.

Mushroom Hunting
Mushroom Hunting Log Book The original mushroom identification record is intended for anyone hoping to develop their mushroom hunting
skills - perfect for the experienced hobbyist or mushroom hunter. Includes illustrations to guide you through the identification process and a
complete list of the main physical features and the environment surrounding the mushroom!Lightweight: At 8.5 x 11 ", it is small enough to do
mushroom huntingDevelops a keen observation habit: It contains key features such as growth environment, cap shape, cap features, gill
spacing, gill elbow, trunk shape and many other physical details for you to identify and record while you are in the field.Reducing
preconceptions during identification: Record the properties of the mushroom before drawing any conclusions about the mushroom species,
ideally while in the field.Plenty of passionate foraging space: Record up to 150 different mushroom entries.Versatile: It can be used to identify
mushrooms in any area.Use as your favorite mushroom hunting guide (s) to develop your mushroom recognition skills.

Fat of the Land
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Mushroom Hunting Journal
Hunting and collecting wild mushrooms is becoming more and more popular around the world! Whether you're with friends, family or heading
out solo, harvesting wild mushrooms in the forest brings you calmness, revives sensations like touch, smell and sight, and brings you closer
to nature. The Mushroom Hunter's Logbook is designed to be used in conjunction with your favorite mushroom identification guide book for
your region. This log book will help you to develop your mushroom foraging skills - perfect for an amateur or seasoned mushroom hunter.
Lightweight and compact: At 6" x 9", it is a convenient size to take along on mushroom hunting adventures. Develops habit of keen
observation: Contains key features such as date, location, weather, temperature and soil conditions, space to record different types of
mushrooms and room for a photo or sketch of each type and other details for you to identify and record while out in the field. Plenty of space
for avid foraging: Room for over a 100 different mushroom entries. Versatile: Can be used for mushroom identification in any region. Accurate
records help keep your mushroom hunting safe and fun! Makes a fantastic gift for anyone who loves to be out in nature foraging for exotic
edible wild mushrooms. Buy one now for yourself or a fellow mushroom hunter!

The Mushroom Fan Club
Wild Mushrooms
A practical guide to hunting wild mushrooms describing 188 species and rating their ediblity

Mushroom Hunting Log Book
From harvesting to eating, this book will show you how to identify morels and distinguish them from false morels and other mushrooms.
Information is also included to help you determine where to hunt and find the most morels in season. Basic and special cooking techniques
show how to enjoy morels.

100 Edible Mushrooms
Katya's Book of Mushrooms
Mushroom Hunter's Logbook for Tracking and Recording Mushroom Foraging Trips **Click the "Author" link above just below the title of this
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book to see more notebook designs.** Record the location, conditions and details about your wild mushroom hunting adventures with this
unique logbook and tracking journal. Makes a fantastic gift for anyone who loves to be out in nature foraging for exotic edible wild
mushrooms. Add To Cart Now for Yourself or a Fellow Mushroom Hunter What's Included: Prompts for Date, Location, Trees, Soil Conditions
and More Pages to Record the Size,Species and Quantity of the Mushrooms Gathered on Each Trip Room for Photos or Sketches of Your
Bounty Extra Journal Pages to Add Your Own Notes About the Trip Convenient Travel Size Logbook 6"x9" Easy to Toss in a Backpack or
Bag 102 pages Artistically Designed Cover High Quality Bright White Paper **Prefer a different cover design? We have more logbooks and
journals available here on Amazon. Click the "Author" link above just below the title of this book to check out our designs. Thanks for stopping
by.

Edible Wild Mushrooms of Illinois and Surrounding States
A culinary and natural history of mushroom foraging subculture juxtaposes the experiences of savvy mushroom-hunting iconoclasts and
loners against the high-priced capitalism of four-star kitchens.

Mushroom Hunters Journal
This revised edition includes a history of mushroom hunting worldwide; how to get equipped for mushroom forays; an illustrated guide to the
common wild edible mushrooms; and cultivating, preparing and serving the harvest.

Morel Hunting
Mushrooms are exciting to find, beautiful to look at, fascinating to identify, and delicious to eat. When you know what to look for, a mushroom
hunt is as safe and enjoyable as a treasure hunt. Katya Arnold ranges through the world to find hundreds of varieties of mushrooms, as well
as fascinating anecdotes and fun facts that make these wonders of nature exciting and immediate. A walk in the woods will never be the
same!

Texas Mushrooms
Mushroom Hunting Log Book Thanks to this book, you can track all the mushrooms you find writing as much detail as possible. Improve
every day; find your favorite area and different types of mushrooms. With 120 pages, you can have fun and find as many mushrooms as you
want by planning your searches over time. Get help from the template to have a complete and orderly logbook (look inside). This journal
features: ? Fantastic cover: Nice glossy cover. (see the author's detail for other covers) ? General information: Date, Location, GPS, Species /
Type, Specimen #, Total Length, and Type of forest. ?? Weather conditions: Record every detail of the weather. ? Cap characteristics: Color,
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Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length, Hymenium, and Special properties. ? Stalk characteristics: Color, Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length,
Surface, and Special properties. ?? Surrounding plants, Fauna/Wildlife, Additional notes: Complete your book by entering all possible
information. The size of this notebook allows you to take it anywhere. (6"x9" 120 pages) Give this book to anyone who needs it. Type of
internal content and paper: Black & white interior with white paper Cover finish: Glossy Cage size: 6 x 9 in. Number of pages: 120

Mushroom Hunting in the Pacific Northwest
Learn how to recognize mushrooms in the wild with this handy guide.

The Complete Mushroom Hunter, Revised
Mushroom Hunting Log Thanks to this book, you can track all the mushrooms you find writing as much detail as possible. Improve every day;
find your favorite area and different types of mushrooms. With 120 pages, you can have fun and find as many mushrooms as you want by
planning your searches over time. Get help from the template to have a complete and orderly logbook (look inside). This journal features: ?
Fantastic cover: Nice glossy cover. (see the author's detail for other covers) ? General information: Date, Location, GPS, Species / Type,
Specimen #, Total Length, and Type of forest. ?? Weather conditions: Record every detail of the weather. ? Cap characteristics: Color,
Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length, Hymenium, and Special properties. ? Stalk characteristics: Color, Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length,
Surface, and Special properties. ?? Surrounding plants, Fauna/Wildlife, Additional notes: Complete your book by entering all possible
information. The size of this notebook allows you to take it anywhere. (6"x9" 120 pages) Give this book to anyone who needs it. Type of
internal content and paper: Black & white interior with white paper Cover finish: Glossy Cage size: 6 x 9 in. Number of pages: 120

A Field Guide to Mushrooms of the Carolinas
Mushroom Hunting Journal Thanks to this book, you can track all the mushrooms you find writing as much detail as possible. Improve every
day; find your favorite area and different types of mushrooms. With 120 pages, you can have fun and find as many mushrooms as you want
by planning your searches over time. Get help from the template to have a complete and orderly logbook (look inside). This journal features: ?
Fantastic cover: Nice glossy cover. (see the author's detail for other covers) ? General information: Date, Location, GPS, Species / Type,
Specimen #, Total Length, and Type of forest. ?? Weather conditions: Record every detail of the weather. ? Cap characteristics: Color,
Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length, Hymenium, and Special properties. ? Stalk characteristics: Color, Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length,
Surface, and Special properties. ?? Surrounding plants, Fauna/Wildlife, Additional notes: Complete your book by entering all possible
information. The size of this notebook allows you to take it anywhere. (6"x9" 120 pages) Give this book to anyone who needs it. Type of
internal content and paper: Black & white interior with white paper Cover finish: Glossy Cage size: 6 x 9 in. Number of pages: 120
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Mushroom Identification Book
Offers color photographs and precise descriptions of over two hundred species of mushroom that grow in Texas

Burn Morels
Mushroom Hunter's Logbook for Tracking and Recording Mushroom Foraging Trips **Click the "Author" link above just below the title of this
book to see more notebook designs.** Record the location, conditions and details about your wild mushroom hunting adventures with this
unique logbook and tracking journal. Makes a fantastic gift for anyone who loves to be out in nature foraging for exotic edible wild
mushrooms. Add To Cart Now for Yourself or a Fellow Mushroom Hunter What's Included: Prompts for Date, Location, Trees, Soil Conditions
and More Pages to Record the Size,Species and Quantity of the Mushrooms Gathered on Each Trip Room for Photos or Sketches of Your
Bounty Extra Journal Pages to Add Your Own Notes About the Trip Convenient Travel Size Logbook 6"x9" Easy to Toss in a Backpack or
Bag 102 pages Artistically Designed Cover High Quality Bright White Paper **Prefer a different cover design? We have more logbooks and
journals available here on Amazon. Click the "Author" link above just below the title of this book to check out our designs. Thanks for stopping
by.

The Mushroom Hunter
Lavishly illustrated with nearly three hundred gorgeous full-color photos, this engaging guidebook carefully describes forty different edible
species of wild mushrooms found around Illinois and surrounding states, including Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Indiana, and Kentucky. With
conversational and witty prose, the book provides extensive detail on each edible species, including photographs of potential look-alikes to
help you safely identify and avoid poisonous species. Mushroom lovers from Chicago to Cairo will find their favorite local varieties, including
morels, chanterelles, boletes, puffballs, and many others. Veteran mushroom hunters Joe McFarland and Gregory M. Mueller also impart
their wisdom about the best times and places to find these hidden gems. Edible Wild Mushrooms of Illinois and Surrounding States also
offers practical advice on preparing, storing, drying, and cooking with wild mushrooms, presenting more than two dozen tantalizing mushroom
recipes from some of the best restaurants and chefs in Illinois, including one of Food & Wine magazine's top 10 new chefs of 2007. Recipes
include classics like Beer Battered Morels, Parasol Mushroom Frittatas, and even the highly improbable (yet delectable) Morel Tiramisu for
dessert. As the first new book about Illinois mushrooms in more than eighty years, this is the guide that mushroom hunters and cooks have
been craving. Visit the book's companion website at www.illinoismushrooms.com.

The Mushroom Hunt
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Mushroom Hunters Logbook
Cookbook focused on wild mushrooms.

The Alaskan Mushroom Hunter's Guide
Every spring under the right conditions, thousands of morel mushrooms carpet charred forest floors West of the Rockies. This e-book will
teach you how to use our curated maps to locate ideal morel burn sites. You'll find an overview of elevation, forest types, accessibility,
necessary permits, lands where you can and cannot hunt, natural indicators, portable technology and much more. With the proper information
you can become a pro at finding them!

Log Book for Wild Mushroom Hunters
Mushrooms in the wild present an enticing challenge: some are delicious, others are deadly, and still others take on almost unbelievable
forms. This field guide introduces 650 mushrooms found in the Carolinas--more than 50 of them appearing in a field guide for the first
time--using clear language and color photographs to reveal their unique features. What's included: Hundreds of full color photographs of
Carolina mushrooms Information on mushroom edibility and toxicity Microscopic information An overview of the Carolinas' role in the history
of American mycology Perfect for those interested in learning more about mushrooms, the unusually large number of described species
makes this book a must-have for experienced mushroom hunters as well as beginners. Here, at last, is the field guide for North and South
Carolina mushrooms, from the mountains to the coast, presented in a single, portable volume.

The Mushroom Hunter's Field Guide
Foraging is not just a throwback to our hunter-gatherer past; it's a way to reconnect with the landscape. And Langdon Cook is not just your
typical grocery cart-toting dad. For him, gourmet delicacies abound, free for the taking if we just open our eyes. As a result, he finds himself
free-diving in icy Puget Sound in hopes of spearing a snaggletooth lingcod, armed with nothing more than a "Hawaiian sling." He tempts fate
by eating mushrooms that may or may not be poisonous. He strings up a fly rod to chase after sea-run trout. He even pulls on the gardening
gloves to collect stinging nettles. In wry, detailed prose, he traces his journey from wrangler of pre-packaged calories to connoisseur of
coveted wild edibles. Structured around the seasons of the year, each chapter focuses on a specific food type and concludes with a recipe
featuring the author's hard-won bounty, a savory stop to each adventure-filled morsel.

The Mushroom Hunters
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A family's trip to the woods to go mushroom hunting teaches about the strange and interesting fungi, some of which can be delicious, while
other kinds are deadly

Mushroom Hunting Logbook
Mushroom Hunting Logbook Searching for the ideal present for a Mushroom Hunter? this logbook is what you are looking for ! This logbook is
Ideal For Monitoring: Weather Conditions, Date , Location, GPS. Species / Type : Specimen, Total Length. Stalk Characteristics : Color
Shape, Texture Diameter, Length, Surface, Special Properties. Cap Characteristics : Color Shape, Texture Diameter, Length, Hymenium,
Special Properties. Surrounding Plants. Type of Forest. Additional Notes. Drawing and Pictures Space. Features : 6 X 9 inches 120 pages
(Simply The Correct Size To Take In A Hurry) Unique and Great Designed Cover. Designed to be easy to read and use. Grab your copy now!

Morel Mushroom Hunting : When Roaming Around the Countryside and Foraging for Mushrooms, It's a Good
Idea to Keep Track of the Best Spots. This Logbook Will Help Mushroom Hunters Track Where They Found Them
A must-have guide for mushroom hunters in the Pacific Northwest Mushrooms of the Pacific Northwest is a compact, beautifully illustrated
field guide to 460 of the region's most common mushrooms. In addition to profiles on individual species, it also includes a general discussion
and definition of fungi, information on where to find mushrooms and guidelines on collecting them, an overview of fungus ecology, and a
discussion on how to avoid mushroom poisoning. More than 500 superb color photographs Helpful keys for identification Clear coded layout
Covers Oregon, Washington, southern British Columbia, Idaho, and western-most Montana Essential reference for mushroom enthusiasts,
hikers, and naturalists

The Mushroom Hunter's Field Guide
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Mushroom
Hunter's Guide: Poisonous Mushrooms Everyone Should Be Aware Of Mushrooms are used ubiquitously in multiple parts of the world.
Mushrooms are not only used as food, but also, it contains medicinal importance. However, there are numerous wild kinds of mushrooms,
which are dangerous for human health. Therefore, they must not be utilized. This book intends to provide a guide about mushrooms. After
reading this book, you will become aware of the mushrooms and their respective uses. Moreover, this book includes the tips which can be
beneficial in hunting mushrooms. These tips can be used to hunt mushrooms from lawns, backyards, local parks and the wilderness. Thus,
this book has immense importance. In addition, a complete guide is provided for mushroom identification. Therefore, you will easily
understand the difference between the useful and the wild mushroom which is responsible for causing health hazards. This can provide great
help to the hunters and the foragers. Furthermore, the book includes the tips to harvest and store mushrooms. By using the suggestion of this
book you will become capable of storing this immensely important plant. The book expound upon the following points: Mushroom Poisoning
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and Health Hazards. Tips for Mushroom Hunting in Lawn, Backyard, Local Parks and Wilderness. Mushroom Identification Guide. Medicinal
Mushrooms. Tips to Harvest and Store Mushrooms. Therefore, this book is an amazing guide for all of the people which like to forage and
explore the plants. Moreover, people with great interest in mushrooms and its uses can get immense benefits from this book. Download your
E book "Mushroom Hunter's Guide: Poisonous Mushrooms Everyone Should Be Aware Of" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with
1-Click" button!

Wild Mushroom Hunting Florida
Take a wander in woods and over fields with experienced mushroom hunters and, if your luck holds, safely bring home a wild harvest to cook
and savor at the table.

Notes from the Leading Edge
Mushroom Hunting Logbook Thanks to this book, you can track all the mushrooms you find writing as much detail as possible. Improve every
day; find your favorite area and different types of mushrooms. With 120 pages, you can have fun and find as many mushrooms as you want
by planning your searches over time. Get help from the template to have a complete and orderly logbook (look inside). This journal features: ?
Fantastic cover: Nice glossy cover. (see the author's detail for other covers) ? General information: Date, Location, GPS, Species / Type,
Specimen #, Total Length, and Type of forest. ?? Weather conditions: Record every detail of the weather. ? Cap characteristics: Color,
Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length, Hymenium, and Special properties. ? Stalk characteristics: Color, Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length,
Surface, and Special properties. ?? Surrounding plants, Fauna/Wildlife, Additional notes: Complete your book by entering all possible
information. The size of this notebook allows you to take it anywhere. (6"x9" 120 pages) Give this book to anyone who needs it. Type of
internal content and paper: Black & white interior with white paper Cover finish: Glossy Cage size: 6 x 9 in. Number of pages: 120

Mushroom Hunter's Guide
The original Mushroom Identification Logbook is for anyone hoping to develop their mushroom foraging skills - perfect for an amateur or
seasoned mushroom hunter. Includes illustrations to guide you in the identifying process and a complete list of key physical features and the
environment around the mushrooms! Lightweight and compact: At 5" x 8", it is small enough to carry while out mushroom hunting Develops
habit of keen observation: Contains key features such as growth environment, cap shape, cap features, gill spacing, gill attachment, stem
shape and many other physical details for you to identify and record while out on the field. Reduce preconceptions during identification:
Record mushroom characteristics before reaching any conclusions of mushroom species, ideally while out on the field. Plenty of space for
avid foraging: Record up to 54 different mushroom entries. Versatile: Can be used for mushroom identification in any region. Use as a
companion to your favorite mushroom hunting field guide(s) to further develop your mushroom identification skills.
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The Mushroom Hunter's Kitchen
With a dash of humor and a dollop of science, Michael Kuo selects the top 100 mushrooms best suited for cooking. Like Kuo’s very popular
book Morels, 100 Edible Mushrooms is written in the author’s inimitable, engaging, and appealing style, taking the reader on the hunt
through forest and kitchen in search of mycological pleasures and culinary delights. Kuo describes in detail how to identify each species,
where and when to find them, and how to cook them in creative and delicious recipes. The mushrooms presented in the book are the most
often eaten varieties, and a description of the button mushrooms found in the grocery store is included. All of the mushrooms have at least
one full-color illustration and some several more to aid in identifying and distinguishing look-alike and nonedible species. An indispensable
book for mushroom hunters, naturalists, and cooks Michael Kuo, an English teacher in Illinois, is the developer of mushroomexpert.com, a
popular online resource for mushroom identification and morel hunting.

Mushrooms of the Pacific Northwest
JOIN ELISE GRAVEL AS SHE EXPLORES THE SCIENCE OF SOME OF NATURE'S WEIRDEST AND WILDEST
CHARACTERS—MUSHROOMS! Elise Gravel is back with a whimsical look at one of her family’s most beloved pastimes: mushroom hunting!
Combining her love of getting out into nature with her talent for anthropomorphizing everything, Gravel takes us on a magical tour of the
forest floor and examines a handful of her favorite alien specimens up close. While the beautiful coral mushroom looks like it belongs under
the sea, the peculiar lactarius indigo may be better suited for outer space! From the fun-to-stomp puffballs to the prince of the stinkers—the
stinkhorn mushroom—and the musically inclined chanterelles, Gravel shares her knowledge of this fascinating kingdom by bringing each
species to life in full felt-tip marker glory. Governor General award winning author Elise Gravel’s first book with Drawn & Quarterly, If
FoundPlease Return to Elise Gravel, was a Junior Library Guild selection, and instant hit among librarians, parents, and kids alike. Fostering
the same spirit of creativity and curiosity, The Mushroom Fan Club promises to inspire kids to look more closely at the world around them and
seek out all of life’s little treasures, stinky or not!

Mushroom Hunting Logbook
Get ready to fall in love with wild mushrooms! Absolutely everything you need to know to make mushrooming a lifestyle choice, from finding,
storing, preserving, and preparing common and unusual species. Packed with content and lore from more than 20 skilled foragers around the
country, Wild Mushrooms will help mushroom hunters successfully utilize their harvest, and includes practical information on transporting,
cleaning, and preserving their finds. One of the best things about cooking wild mushrooms is that every time you open your dried caches,
their unique aroma recalls your foraging experience creating an immediate and visceral connection back to the forest. There is no finer way to
appreciate food. You will not only learn the best ways to locate, clean, collect, and preserve your mushrooms from the experts, the book will
also discuss safety and edibility, preservation techniques, mushroom sections and flavor profiles, and more. Recipes will be categorized by
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mushroom species, with 115 recipes in total. Recipes include:? Smoked Marinated Wild Mushrooms Black Trumpet, Blood Orange, and Beet
Salad Maitake Beef Stew Candy Cap and Walnut Scones Baked Brie with Chanterelle Jam Porcini with Braised Pork Medallions Yellowfoot
Mushroom Tart And more! From pickling to rich duxelles, soups, salads, and even mushroom teas, tinctures, jams, and ice cream, these
recipes and invaluable insider tips will delight everyone from the most discerning mycophiles to brand new fungus fanatics.

The Pocket Guide to Wild Mushrooms
Hunting and collecting wild mushrooms are becoming more and more popular around the world! The Mushroom Hunter's Log Book is
designed to be used in conjunction with your favorite mushroom identification guide book for your region. This logbook will help you to
develop your mushroom foraging skills - perfect for an amateur or seasoned mushroom hunter.This Book features : Lightweight and compact:
At 8.5" x 11", it is a convenient size to take along on mushroom hunting adventures. Develops habit of keen observation: Contains key
features such as date, GPS, location, weather conditions and forest type, space to record different types of mushrooms, and room for
additional notes and other details for you to identify and record while out on the field. Versatile: Can be used for mushroom identification in
any region.Accurate records help keep your mushroom hunting safe and fun! Makes a Perfect gift idea for anyone who loves to be out in
nature foraging for exotic edible wild mushrooms! Buy your Copy Today!

Mushroom Hunting Log
Wild Mushroom Hunting Collecting wild mushrooms is becoming more and more popular. It is something that can be enjoyed across the
world! This Mushroom Hunters Logbook is designed to be used in conjunction with a mushroom guide book and a tree identification log book.
Its convenient size makes it the perfect simple log to take along on mushroom hunting adventures and record the locations, weather
conditions and growing conditions of mushrooms that you find. Accurate records help keep your mushroom hunting safe and fun! Inside This
Awesome Book This is the Simple Log Vintage Artwork Version Vintage Artwork is Coloured Figures of English Fungi or Mushrooms by
James Sowerby The Simple Log includes: Date, Location, Ecological Details, and a Log to record all mushrooms found on any given hunting
trip.

The Complete Mushroom Hunter, Revised
Mushroom Hunters Journal The Journal is great for anyone hoping to develop their mushroom foraging skills - perfect for an amateur or
seasoned mushroom hunter. Record the location, conditions and details about your wild mushroom hunting adventures with this unique
logbook and tracking journal. Makes a fantastic gift for anyone who loves to be out in nature foraging for exotic edible wild mushrooms. See
the back cover for an example of what you can expect inside this log book! Journal Features: Date Location Gps Weather Conditions Species
/ Type Specimen # Total Lenght Type Of Forest Cap Characteristics Stalk Characteristics Surrounding Plants Fauna / Wildlife Additional
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Notes This book includes: Beautifully designed premium matte cover Size: Easy-to-store 6 x 9 inches 100 pages to document your latest
mushroom trips Prompted spaces to document details such as location, species, weather, etc. Perfect binding, quality white paper sheet This
is the perfect gift for that mushroom lovers, hunters and foragers in your life, or for those looking to break into a new hobby. So get your copy
today ! and don't forget to check my other notebooks and find the perfect one that will suit you, or would be ideal for that special gift for a
loved one. My books carry a range of different notebooks and you will undoubtedly find the right one for you by checking through our different
and exciting graphic options.

Musings of a Mushroom Hunter
This revised edition includes a history of mushroom hunting worldwide; how to get equipped for mushroom forays; an illustrated guide to the
common wild edible mushrooms; and cultivating, preparing and serving the harvest.

Mushroom Identification Logbook
A field guide to distinguish edible from the few poisonous mushrooms in Alaska. Includes a chapter of recipes.

Untamed Mushrooms
Mushroom Hunting Thanks to this book, you can track all the mushrooms you find writing as much detail as possible. Improve every day; find
your favorite area and different types of mushrooms. With 120 pages, you can have fun and find as many mushrooms as you want by
planning your searches over time. Get help from the template to have a complete and orderly logbook (look inside). This journal features: ?
Fantastic cover: Nice glossy cover. (see the author's detail for other covers) ? General information: Date, Location, GPS, Species / Type,
Specimen #, Total Length, and Type of forest. ?? Weather conditions: Record every detail of the weather. ? Cap characteristics: Color,
Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length, Hymenium, and Special properties. ? Stalk characteristics: Color, Shape, Texture, Diameter, Length,
Surface, and Special properties. ?? Surrounding plants, Fauna/Wildlife, Additional notes: Complete your book by entering all possible
information. The size of this notebook allows you to take it anywhere. (6"x9" 120 pages) Give this book to anyone who needs it. Type of
internal content and paper: Black & white interior with white paper Cover finish: Glossy Cage size: 6 x 9 in. Number of pages: 120
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